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Abstract—This paper presents an optimized control strategy
for lithium-ion batteries lifetime used on electric buses at high
and low temperatures. In high temperature environments, the
main aging mechanism is the formation and growth of the
solid electrolyte interface. This mechanism is typically related
to calendar aging and amplified at higher state of charge
and temperature. On the other hand, at low temperature, the
deposition of lithium metal (lithium plating) is predominant only
during cycling and battery degradation increases as the temper-
ature drops. All these factors could greatly increase the battery
degradation. A novel battery aging model based on Eyring’s laws
is developed considering different aging mechanisms particularly
subject to extreme temperature conditions at rest and charging
scenarios. Based on this model, the aging is quantified and
optimized through an optimization methodology under several
scenarios. The simulation results show that the charging strategy
becomes necessary at extreme temperature conditions and is able
to save on vehicle operation costs.

Index Terms—battery aging, electric buses, optimization, smart
charging

I. INTRODUCTION

Electro-mobility is increasing significantly in the urban pub-
lic transport. However, a massive deployment of electric buses
(EBs) could overload the power grid and produce network
congestion problems generating power peaks [1]. On the other
hand, the EBs purchase costs should be mitigated by low
operational costs.

To this end, many fleet operators seek to optimize the oper-
ation cost of EB. The electric vehicles (EVs) smart charging
is one of the main tools to be deployed. Several optimization
methods had been used to optimize large and small-scale EVs
fleets through an extensive literature review [2]. Other works
[3]–[12] have investigated overnight charging on centralized
bus depots of an EBs fleets. They analyzed large and small-
scale bus depots to minimize the operational costs or the load
peak or the calendar aging of the batteries.

In this work, we will present a new approach for optimiza-
tion of lithium-ion batteries lifetime used on EBs at high and
low temperatures.This approach combines an electro-thermal
aging behavior and uses a nonlinear programming (NLP)
algorithm. A novel battery aging model that separates cold and
hot temperature aging mechanisms and combines calendar and
cycling aging has been developed.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In
Section II, a new approach for smart charging strategy of
EBs is introduced with the system modeling. In this section,
a dynamic battery aging model is developed. This model
takes into account different aging mechanisms particularly
subject to extreme temperature conditions at rest and charging
scenarios. Section III presents the mathematical formulation
of the mono-objective optimization problem of EBs fleet
charging. In Section IV a case study of an EB operating in a
depot is presented. The results of optimal charging following
two different scenarios are included in Section V. Finally, we
draw some conclusions and introduce future work.

II. SYSTEM MODELING

The modeling of the battery consists of an electro-thermal
model coupled to an aging model. A converter model is
integrated in order to take into account the efficiency of
AC/DC and DC/DC conversions.

A. Electro-thermal battery model

We used an equivalent electrical circuit developed on
VEHLIB for the electrical model [13]. The thermal model
used a prismatic lithium-ion battery model (LiFePO4/graphite)
based on an equivalent electrical circuit. The equivalent elec-
tric circuit equation is presented below :

Ubat = OCV −Req ∗ Ibat (1)

Where Ibat is the battery charge current, Ubat is the battery
voltage, OCV is the open circuit voltage, Req is the internal
resistance of the battery. The electro-thermal coupling equation
is presented below :

Cth
dTbat
dt

= Ibat (Ubat −OCV )− h (Tbat − Tamb) (2)

Where Tbat is the battery temperature, Tamb is the ambient
temperature, h is the heat transfer coefficient, OCV is the
open circuit voltage, Cth is the specific thermal capacity of
the battery.

In our previous work [14], we estimated the heat capacity
and heat transfer coefficient by performing some experiments.
These results were compared with experimental values from



the literature. The battery pack configuration will strongly
impact on the battery thermal characteristics. For this reason,
we assumed that we have a configuration with no thermal
insulation, homogeneous temperature in the battery pack,
no cooling system and no forced air convection similar to
that of [14]. The battery pack electro-thermal parameters are
presented in Section IV, Table II.

B. Converter model

A simple converter model has been developed to represent
the charger efficiency. Electrical power is converted from the
grid to the battery through an AC/DC and DC/DC converter.
Experimental results of charger efficiency have been used as a
converter model to stay in an acceptable simulation time [15].
In a first approach, we used a linear interpolation of charger
efficiency values until we develop a specific converter model.
These values are based on the experimental results mentioned
above.

C. Dynamic battery aging model

Battery characteristics degrade over time due to aging mech-
anism. Each aging mechanism can be seen as a physicochem-
ical reaction (or a combination of several reactions). Those
mechanisms produce a loss of capacity and/or an impedance
rise and they depend mainly on three factors: temperature,
state of charge (SoC) and current.

Typically, battery aging is classified in calendar aging
(I = 0) or cycling aging (I 6= 0). For lithium-ion batteries, the
main calendar aging mechanism is formation and growth of the
solid electrolyte interface (SEI) layer on the negative (graphite)
electrode. The main factors accelerating this mechanism are
temperature and SoC. At higher temperatures and SoC levels,
SEI formation is accelerated. This aging was modelled with
a modified Arrhenius law [16]–[18] or more recently with
Eyring law [19]. When lithium-ion batteries are cycled at cold
temperatures, another aging mechanism may degrade them:
the lithium plating of the negative electrode. This mechanism
is amplified with colder temperatures and higher SoC levels
(battery charge).

As shown in Fig.1, battery degradation rate at hot temper-
atures can be fitted to an Arrhenius plot (blue points), where
the slope is the activation energy of the reaction. At cold
temperatures, the battery degradation rate trend is inverted and
in this case, a negative slope is found in the Arrhenius plot.

Song et al. [21] modelled LFP battery aging in cycling at
a broad range of temperatures with an empirical model based
on a modified Arrhenius law. The absolute value function has
been introduced by Song in equation (3) in order to take into
account the reversal of the aging trend with the temperature
below a certain value:

dQL

dAh
= A · exp

(
−Ea + C · I

z ·R · (|285.75− T |+ 265)

)
·Q

z−1
z

L (3)

where A and C are constants, R is the universal gas constant,
z is an exponent between 0 and 1, Ea is an activation energy,

Fig. 1. Arrhenius law for the aging of 18650 cells cycled at 1 C in a
temperature range between -20 and +70 C [20]

I is the current, T is the temperature and QL is the capacity
loss. However, model expressed by equation (3) does not fulfill
several requirements to our application:

i the use of the absolute value in the modified Arrhenius
law.

ii this model is expressed in equivalent full cycles (from
SoC100 to SoC0 and to SoC100 again) and considering
the same current rate at charge and at discharge.

The first consequence for (i) is that the absolute value
function could bring numerical issues in the optimization
problem process. Moreover, the absolute value implies that
model behavior is symmetrical with temperature (same slope
but negative value at cold temperatures) but it could not be
the case for every battery technology. For example, in Fig. 1,
the slopes are respectively 0.38 and -0.57eV.

The consequence of (ii) is that with this type of model, it is
not possible to consider complex cycling profiles, for example,
in our application a variable power charge profile.

Finally, SoC influence on cycling or during rest periods is
not considered in this type of model, while it could have an
important role in battery degradation in slow charge.

In this work, we propose to use a multi-mechanism model
based on Eyring laws in which the capacity loss rate dQL/dt is
divided in contribution of calendar, cycling at hot temperature
and cycling at cold temperature:

dQL

dt
=
dQL,cal

dt
+
dQL,cyc,hot

dt
+
dQL,cyc,cold

dt
(4)

with:

dQL,cal

dt
= Acal · e

(−Ea,cal
kT +Bcal·SoC

)
· f(QL) (5)

dQL,cyc,hot

dt
= Ah · e

(−Ea,h+Ch·I
kT +Bh·SoC

)
· f(QL) (6)

dQL,cyc,cold

dt
= Ac · e

(
−Ea,c+Cc·I

k(Tr−T )
+Bc·SoC

)
· f(QL) (7)
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Fig. 2. Capacity fade of 30 minutes of charge at C/6, initial SoC = 50% and
initial capacity fade = 1%

f(QL) =

(
1

1 + b ·Qc
L

)
(8)

In each Eyring law (eqs. 5 to 7) Ai is the pre-exponential
term, Ea,i is the activation energy, Bi is the SoC influence
parameter and Ci is the current influence parameter (with
index i = cal, h, c for calendar, hot cycling and cold cycling
respectively). k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the battery
temperature, I is the current and SoC is the state of charge.
Eq. 7 is an Eyring type formulation modified to inverse the
temperature effect. Eq. 8 represents the dependence of QL

in dQL

dt . For example, SEI growth leads to a diminution of
dQL

dt as found in [22]. For simplicity reasons, in this work the
same parameters of dQL

dt decay (b, c in eq. 8) are chosen for
calendar, hot cycling and cold cycling.

Model described by equations 4 to 7 has been calibrated to
fit model of equation 3 in a large range of temperatures (from
-20 to 40°C) and QL (from 0 to 0.3 p.u.). To introduce the
SoC influence on aging the parameter B was fixed to the same
value obtained in [19] (B=1.104 p.u.), for calendar (Bcal), hot
(Bh) and cold (Bc) cycling laws. The values of all identified
parameters are shown in table II.

Figure 2 illustrates the temperature dependence of the ref-
erence model (equation 3) compared with that of the proposed
model (equation 4). This figure also shows the decomposition
of capacity fade made with each component of capacity fade:
calendar, hot cycling and cold cycling (respectively equations.
5, 6 and 7).

III. MONO-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION METHODOLOGY
FOR EBS FLEET CHARGING

The methodological approach has been developed in Matlab
environment to optimize an EBs fleet overnight charging. The
aim is to optimize the charging power profile in order to
minimize a fitness function while respecting all the constraints.
The algorithm used to solve the optimization problem is the
nonlinear programming (NLP). The fitness function is evalu-
ated using a converter and a battery model. The optimization
takes into account different constraints:

• Operating constraints (number of buses, arrival and de-
parture time...)

• Battery and environmental constraints (battery temper-
ature (T), ambient temperature, initial state of charge
(SoC) and the targeted SoC)

• Charging infrastructure constraints (maximum charging
power, number of charging points, ...)

• Power grid constraints (power peak demand...)
In this work, the optimization variable is the charging power

P of the bus fleet represented in an (n×m) matrix:

A. Optimization variable

P =

p1,1 · · · p1,m
...

. . .
...

pn,1 · · · pn,m

 = (pi,j);

{
i = 1 . . . n
j = 1 . . .m

(9)

Where i is the number of EBs and j represents the time
slots, pi,j is the charging power for EB number i during a
time slot j .

B. Objective function

The goal is to minimize the battery aging. The battery aging
can be formulated in the equation bellow:

objective = min

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

dQLi,j

dt
(10)

The battery aging represents the capacity loss of the battery.
dQLi,j

dt is the capacity loss rate of EB number i during a time
slot j (p.u./day).

C. Linear equality and inequality constraints

First constraint is the maximum charging power of each
charging point, all elements of the optimization variable pi,j
have to respect the maximum charging power pmax:

0 ≤ pi,j ≤ pmax (11)

The second constraint is the total subscribed power for the
charging station, that is the maximum simultaneous demanded
power to the electricity provider: each column vector P{j} (n×
1) of the matrix P has to respect the charging infrastructure
subscribed power psubscribed , As is an all-ones (1×n) matrix:

As × P{j} ≤ psubscribed (12)

The equation above means that the sum of all charging
points at each moment must be lower or equal to psubscribed.

Ae × PT
{i} = 0 (13)

The transpose PT
{i} (m × 1) of the row matrix P{i} must

respect the bus departure and arrival times, Ae is a column
matrix (1×m) with all-ones when the bus is out of the depot,
otherwise Ae takes the value 0 between the bus arrival and
departure time.



An×PT
{i} =

(SoCfinal − SoCinitial)× Cbat ×OCVbat × 100

∆t× ηch × ηbat
(14)

The transpose PT
{i} of the row matrix P{i} has to respect

the amount of energy required to reach the targeted SoCfinal.
An is an all-ones row matrix, ∆t the time-slot of 30 min (h),
Cbat is the total battery capacity (Ah), OCVbat the average
battery open-circuit voltage (V), ηch is the average charger
efficiency (%) and ηbat is the average battery efficiency (%).
The average values are estimated during a pre-optimization
process as explained in [14].

IV. CASE STUDY

To illustrate the optimization of an EBs fleet, a case study
was performed. Our optimization tools are able to manage
fleets composed of several EBs [23]. However, for simplicity
reasons, in this example a fleet composed of only one EB
is considered. When several EBs are considered, different
conditions can be considered for each EB (temperature, initial
and final state of charge, etc.).

The EB fleet operates an existing conventional bus line
during the day. Once the operation is finished, the EB fleet
returns to the depot and the optimization takes place. The
charging period of 14 hours occurs at the depot (from t0 to
t0 + 14h) divided into 27 time-slots of 30 min each, which
results in a reasonable search space. Table 1 and 2 present the
simulation parameters and battery pack electro-thermal and
aging characteristics.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS AND OPERATING CONSTRAINTS.

Parameter Value
Number of buses 1
Number of simulated days 1 day
Charging time period 14 hours
Number of charging time slots 27
Time slot 30 minutes
Initial SoC day J 10%
Targeted SoC day J+1 100%
Distance to be covered day J+1 200 km

V. RESULTS

A. Optimization of a daily charging schedule at hot tempera-
ture

In the first scenario, we will present some results of the
proposed method by minimizing the battery aging of one EB
at hot temperature during one night. The initial and ambient
simulation conditions are:
• Ambient temperature: 30°C
• Initial battery temperature: 35°C
• Initial battery capacity loss: 0%
The battery aging optimization results at hot temperature

in Fig.3 show that the algorithm decides to wait until the
battery temperature drops, where the calendar aging is always
present and predominant (hot cycling at max current slightly

TABLE II
BATTERY ELECTRO-THERMAL AGING CHARACTERISTICS.

Parameter Value
Battery type LIFePO4
Nominal energy/capacity 311 kWh / 540 Ah
Pack surface for thermal exchange 18.79 m2
Weight 2500 kg
Specific heat capacity 900 J.kg -1 .K -1
Heat transfer coefficient 5 W.m -2 .K -1
Acal : Pre-exponential factor 0.17e+02 p.u.day -1
Ah : Pre-exponential factor 1.06e+02 p.u.day -1
Ac : Pre-exponential factor 2.12e+02 p.u.day -1
Ea,c = Ea,h : Activation energy 0.344eV
Ea,cal : Activation energy 0.343eV
Cc = Ch : Current coefficient 0.019 hour.p.u -1
Tr : Reference temperature 571,5 K
k : Boltzmann constant 8.617×10 -5 eV.K -1
Bcal = Bc = Bh : charge factor 1.104 p.u -1
I0 : Current calendar calibration C/12 p.u.hour -1
b : Coefficient 63
c : Coefficient 0.18

Fig. 3. Optimization to minimize battery aging for one EB at hot temperature
(30°C): scenario 1

exceeds the calendar only effect), therefore the algorithm will
further minimize the calendar. The optimal solution tends to
increase the power gradually, this could be explained by the
fact that the objective function (9) depends on SoC, battery
temperature and the current as well as the effect of their
interaction. To minimize battery aging, the optimal charging



Fig. 4. Optimization to minimize battery aging for one EB at cold temperature
(-20°C): scenario 2

power profile delays the charge to reach higher values of
SoC as late as possible and increases the power gradually to
avoid battery overheating. Calendar aging is always present
and preponderant. Cycling will have a great influence for
temperatures below 0 ° C. Therefore, we will see how the
algorithm performs at extreme temperature conditions.

B. Optimization of a daily charging schedule at cold temper-
ature

In this scenario, we use the same simulation parameters
and operating constraints as the first scenario, except the
temperature conditions. The initial and ambient simulation
conditions are:

• Ambient temperature: -20°C
• Initial battery temperature: 12°C
• Initial battery capacity loss: 0%

The battery aging optimization results at cold temperature
in Fig.4 show that the algorithm decides to charge the battery
as soon as possible at maximum power in order to keep the
battery at positive temperatures. The more the battery temper-
ature drops due to heat losses, the more the algorithm will
gradually decrease its power because cold cycling becomes
predominant. In this scenario, we can notice that the calendar

Fig. 5. Operating period at 20% capacity loss, Summer and winter scenario

aging becomes negligible compared to the cycling aging at
cold temperature.

C. Optimization of a long operating period at various tem-
perature

To illustrate the potential economic savings, a battery aging
optimization of one EB for a long period of operation will be
performed. The same operating constraints in the Table 1 have
been used. Three typical charging strategies will be used as
references:

• The “Greedy” baseline: maximum charging power is used
as soon as possible until it is fully charged.

• The “Medium” baseline: an average charging power is
used throughout the charging period.

• The “Postponed” baseline: maximum charging power is
used as late as possible until it is fully charged.

These strategies represent a daily optimized solutions. These
solutions will be projected over a long period of vehicle
operation, assuming that the same charging strategies are used
every day. The battery aging during bus operation will not be
taken into account, only the battery aging at night (from t0 to
t0+14h) is considered. The simulation of battery aging over
a long period was made by simulating the daily optimized
strategies and by calculating the daily capacity loss while
considering the effects of previous aging. We used the same
optimal charging strategy throughout the bus operation, the
strategy does not change even if the battery ages.

The simulation was performed considering a succession
of identical days (winter or summer). Such a non-realistic
scenario intended to view the difference in degradation for
the different strategies. The results of the simulation in Fig.5
indicate that the optimal strategy is the most profitable strategy
whatever the temperature is. During winter, it is recommended
to charge as soon as possible to heat the battery. This relates
to the greedy baseline strategy and medium strategy. During



summer, it is recommended to charge progressively as late as
possible as the postponed baseline strategy.

Based on our simulation, the optimal strategy uses the
battery 30% less compared to greedy strategy in summer. In
winter the gain on lifetime is lower. But it must be underlined
that the optimal strategy enables to respect the operating
constraints of a fleet of buses, contrary to all other strategies. It
should be noted that the optimization results strongly depend
on the model of electro-thermal aging of the battery in Table
2.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper introduces a smart charging methodology to
minimize battery aging of EBs. We presented a novel battery
aging model based on Eyring’s law. This model separates
cold and hot temperature aging mechanisms and combines
calendar and cycling aging. It has several advantages compared
to the reference aging and existing model (3). The first is the
continuity and differentiability of the function throughout the
area of use. The second is its adaptability: our model can
be adapted to different battery technologies according to their
sensitivity to low / high temperatures, cold or hot cycling.

A case study is performed using our developed battery aging
model to minimize battery degradation. The implemented
optimization algorithm is efficient and provides quick search
result after only 2 min of computing time for one EB. The
algorithm is also able to deal with large fleet of several hundred
buses. The simulation results of mono- objective optimization
of battery aging show that the optimal strategy charges the
EB gradually and reach high SoC values as late as possible
for hot temperature conditions. During cold temperature, the
simulation results show that the algorithm decides to charge
the battery as soon as possible at maximum power in order
to keep the battery at positive temperatures. In this scenario,
it has been noticed that calendar aging becomes negligible
compared to aging during cycling at very low temperatures.

In future work, the idea is to expand the methodology
to a larger size of EB fleets. A multi-objective optimization
should be performed too. The battery thermal and aging model
sensitivity has to be carefully studied as well as the battery
pack configuration.
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